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The 97th anniversary of the birthday of the historic leader of the

Cuban Revolution, Fidel Castro Ruz, was celebrated this August 13 in

Biran, the land where the symbol and coat of arms of the nation was

born.

Gathered under the leafy cedar trees in that geography of the

municipality of Cueto, the anniversary was remembered with the

participation of Ernesto Santiesteban Velázquez, member of the Central

Committee of the Party and First Secretary in the province of Holguín,

Governor Manuel Francisco Hernández Aguilera, and other leaders of the

PCC, the Young Communist League (UJC), the Armed Forces (FAR) and

Minint (Ministry of Interior), among other organizations.

The Association of Combatants of the Cuban Revolution (ACRC) in the

province also honored the UJC with the XXX Anniversary seal for its

close link with its activities.

The representation of several generations of Cubans who celebrated the

traditional date in Biran applauded those who were recognized and were

moved by the performance of the artistic talent of from Cueto.
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The moment was appropriate for the UJC to highlight the dedication of

a group of young people to the tasks of the organization with the

recognition "A Better Youth", among the honorees was Liannet Martinez

Diaz who said she feels doubly honored.

She, who is only 26 years old and is a member of the PCC and the UJC,

said: "I am very proud because today we pay tribute to our Commander,

to whom we are grateful for everything we have, and receiving this

recognition from the Provincial Bureau of the UJC excites me, because

it ratifies the youth as the hope of the Revolution.

This August 13, the UJC also wanted to highlight significant moments

for every revolutionary, such as receiving the card that accredits

them as a member of this organization, but if that happens on a day

like today and in a significant place, is even more gratifying, said

Yeiser Ramirez Ochoa, economist of the semi-boarding school Antonia

Riera, in Cueto.

Leidi Castro Rodriguez, member of Cueto Workers' Sphere Bureau, who

stood out for her high enthusiasm during the celebration of the date,
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expressed her great pride in belonging to the UJC and living in Biran,

the Tierra Chica de Fidel y Raul.

George Quintana Estrada, member of the José Martí brigade of art

instructors, who directs Armonía choir of students from Rubén Casaus

Cruz secondary school, who demonstrated once again that they have

talent and willingness to perform wherever they are called, as this

August 13 in the beloved Birán, assured that their songs encourage

love for the homeland.

"Fidel's life cannot be reduced to a few lines because his strong and

indissoluble bond with the people, his brilliant oratory, his constant

teaching, his constant and boundless devotion to the cause of the

Revolution have left an indelible mark on the Cuban people, and the

new generations who love him and remember him at every moment, who

also inspires men and women from other latitudes who fight for social

justice," said Yanet Nasser Ramirez, first secretary of the UJC in the

municipality of Cueto, in her closing remarks.

The youth leader stressed that all these, and other virtues in Fidel,

allowed consolidating the unity of the people and its capacity of

resistance.
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